Failure of compensatory education.

11. claim that underlying theory is "average child" and the "social deprivation" hypothesis.

15-19 measures "what teaches general in school.
16. role of self-instructionality.
19. 9 facts.
27. satiety is related to the prestige of sex orientations.
30. native/native race.
49. purely cattellizes absolute egalitarianism.
79. H = .75 in England!
90. H school = .40
91. . unrelated.
97. No adequate偻ability studies on Nycos clitic.
101. poly decay - decimated.
114-115 continues about population.
119. Polysynthetic are uncainted!
121. Not just educational uncanted.

127. hypothesis of genetic factors.
129a. Ex.(sub)unit.
138. Do welfare police encourage unwanted children?
140. Every aspect of little to poorly conducted.
144. axe in testing! - applies to natural causes!
The tests

Expectancy effects

Partition of variance (Extended environments)

Prenatal environment

Determinate terms

Genetics and Therapy

In what way would it be important to know

Some specific gene abnormalities; demand some specificity in child care.
"Black Studies" will be just as solution to college if it helps students understand basic facts of physics, etc. thereby.

145 ff. forces, associations, cognition, learning.


161. Stress assoc. learning.

163. Brain damage, disease, child isolation.